
With prose as living and lush as any garden, Jane Rubietta
burrows deep into the themes of Lent to reveal what was lost
in Eden, and what can be found beginning in Gethsemane.
Finding Life is a profound yet practical Lenten companion
with lessons to nourish our faith and enrich our spirit.

—LYNN AUSTIN, speaker, author of nineteen books, 
including Historical Christian Fiction

Making Lent real—in season or out—takes courage. When I’d
rather stay sleeping outside the garden with the disciples, Jane
gently, with real-life stories and engaging insight from the
Bible, leads me from Eden’s story into Gethsemane’s to make
our Lord’s story real in my life. What a brilliant connection
between the two gardens! Let Jane lead you there—where the
cross comes alive and Easter morning resounds with joy.

—THADDEUS BARNUM, author Real Identity, senior pastor, 
Church of the Apostles, Fairfield, Connecticut

Jane Rubietta’s devotionals are a lovely, deep-soaking rain to
my parched soul. Her writing disciples me, and yet its beauty
also leaves me feeling as if I’ve lingered in a garden just for
the sake of enjoying it. I will definitely return to this place she
has so artfully cultivated again and again.

—DIANNE E. BUTTS, author of six books including 
Prophecies Fulfilled in the Birth of Jesus and Deliver Me

Jane turns our hearts toward the beauty God blossoms into our
lives through Lent, or for any time of the year that we would
seek Him. Let her words move you into the garden of God’s
wisdom, love, and care. There she will show you how to spend
time reflecting, pondering, and enjoying the Creator, realizing
His plan from before Eden to beyond Gethsemane 

—PAM FARREL, author of nearly forty books including 
Becoming a Brave New Woman, Woman of Influence, 
and Men are Like Waffles, Women are Like Spaghetti



What a beautiful invitation to transformation! Jane takes you
by the hand and gently leads you on a journey from Eden to
Gethsemane. Each step of the journey leads you closer to the
heart of Jesus. there, in his holy presence, you find what you
are most longing for—intimacy with Christ and newness of
life! 

—BECky hARLinG, speaker, author of The 30 Day Praise Challenge

Jane Rubietta brings a sensitivity to her writing that estab-
lishes an immediate bond between Jane and her readers.
Whether her setting is a church potluck or a profound passage
of scripture, her insights are wise, her lessons are practical,
and her message is encouraging. Read and be refreshed!

—dR. dEnnis E. hEnsLEy, author of Jesus in the 9 to 5

in her book Finding Life, Jane Rubietta issues a delightful invi-
tation “to come to the garden and walk with Jesus.” With the
tone and touch of an attentive gardener, she leads the reader
down a path of rich and varied discovery . . . of life. take the
walk with her from Eden to Gethsemane and find life. 

—BoB hostEtLER, author of Life Stinks . . . 
and Then You Die (Living Well in a Sick World)

A question at the heart of this book penetrated my own heart:
“how much of this hunger for beauty is rooted in Eden, our
longing for an idyllic place of existence? in an ache to find
our life, in the very deepest sense?” so much of what plagues
our lives is simply because we cannot find that perfect place
of peace. in Finding Life, Jane Rubietta has answered this
question simply beautifully.

—LAnE P. JoRdAn, author, international speaker, singer, life coach



Jane’s authentic writing glimpses life’s sojourn in ways that
cultivate heartfelt introspection and a deeper kind of devotion.
Caringly, she unearths the roots that connect us to the gardens
of Eden and Gethsemane, in the process revealing God’s
transformational garden-work for our souls. 

—BishoP JonAthon kEAton, united Methodist Church

Jane Rubietta’s writing is so powerful, visual, and impactful—
she is a gifted wordsmith who captures the essence of devel-
oping an intimate connection with God, while challenging the
reader to do the same. Finding Life is filled with practical
applications and opportunities for personal reflection. don’t
miss it!

—CARoL kEnt, speaker, best-selling author of 
When I Lay My Isaac Down and Unquenchable

these are transformational devotionals with depth. Jane offers
a fresh and compelling vision of both gardens—Eden and
Gethsemane. But more than pluming depths, she has coupled
biblical truth with practical ways in which to personally
restore what has been destroyed. Especially transformational
can be her guide, which leads one to read, contemplate, and
act. there is rich and practical depth in these pages.

—Jo AnnE Lyon, General superintendent, the Wesleyan Church

Finding Life by Jane Rubietta is a lovely story of life given,
lost, and gloriously found, all within the context of two great
gardens. this is a devotional that also is a study in disciple-
ship, yet which carries readers along through its exquisitely
told journey. More than a deeply personal Bible study in devo-
tion, this is also a perfect discipleship tool for small groups.

—kAthi MACiAs, award-winning author of more than 
forty books, including The Singing Quilt



in Finding Life, Jane Rubietta offers an honest and grace-filled
guide to faith by bringing readers on a journey through the
gardens of scripture, from creation to crucifixion and beyond.
through exquisitely rich stories and images, Jane gently
encourages readers to connect with Jesus, learn from revered
spiritual teachers, and examine their own faith lives. Finding
Life will be a blessing to both individuals and groups. 

—RoChELLE MELAndER, certified professional coach, author of 
A Generous Presence: Spiritual Leadership and the Art of Coaching

My search for a Lenten devotional guide to address the weari-
ness of my soul has ended. Jane Rubietta provides this in her
book Finding Life. she chooses themes like coping with frac-
tured relationships and shame, dealing with failure and suffering.
never offering simplistic solutions, Jane traces these universal
realities from the garden of Eden, through the truths of scripture
into the garden of Gethsemane, finding there the life offered
today by the resurrected Christ. the journey is an honest and
sometimes challenging one. But in these pages is a place where
the holy spirit communes with our spirit and leads us gently to
the light. this book will be treasured by those who desire to
deepen their faith during Lent or at any other time of the year.

—ELEAnoR shEPhERd, author of award-winning 
More Questions than Answers: Sharing Faith by Listening

Jane Rubietta’s Finding Life takes us through the baggage of
life—darkness, shame, work, failure, and more—and points us
to the garden of God’s presence. Each of the forty in-depth
reflections concludes with a penetrating “so what?”question,
which makes this book so useful. it made me stop and look at
myself. More importantly, it pointed me to the garden of a better
place in life. i will give copies to friends.

—GLEn shEPhERd, president and CEo, 
health Partners international of Canada



in these pages is delightful garden of rich inspiration springing
out of  Jane Rubietta’s artful words of devotion. Passing
through the darkness from Eden, she leads us through the
promise of Gethsemane, which will spring full bloom into
your soul.

—LindA EvAns shEPhERd, author of Experiencing 
God’s Presence: Learning to Listen While You Pray

Jane Rubietta invites us on a journey from Eden to Gethsemane
that will surprise and inspire you. Packed with scripture and
written with personal witness and wisdom, this forty-day
adventure calls us to not only understand but also live into the
promise of full, new life.

—REv. AndREA suMMERs, director of 
ministry for women, the Wesleyan Church

As “deep calls to deep,” this book touches the heart of the
soul. Jane Rubietta takes us on a reflective, spiritual journey
from Eden through Gethsemane to the garden tomb with pow-
erful insights all along the way. this is more than a casual
read. it is a heartfelt experience.

—MARk o. WiLson, pastor, author of Filled Up, Poured Out: 
How God’s Spirit Can Revive Your Passion and Purpose
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Finding Life is dedicated to two women whose 
lives and prayers introduced me to the Gardener. 
they live with him now, and i laugh to imagine 

all their gardening questions when they walk and talk
with Jesus. Mary Ruth “Cookie” Parker, and my 
great aunt, Mae tucker—your love for God and 

for blooming things made the world, and my 
heart, a more beautiful place.
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INTRODUCTION

Because nature speaks to my soul in a profound, 
nonverbal language, i’ve tried to create gardens in every
location that my family has lived. Gardens bear witness
to God’s world of incredible creativity—of God’s love
displayed for all of us through creation.

how much of this hunger for beauty is rooted in
Eden, our longing for an idyllic place of existence? in
an ache to find our life, in the very deepest sense? Every
generation, it seems, seeks for Eden in some form or
another. various searches for paradise, for utopia, for the
ideal society, for the fountain of youth and the holy Grail
have occupied and obsessed people through the ages.

daily catalogs, fliers, and ads filled with gorgeous
flowers and promising award-winning gardens land in my
mailbox and inbox. Cars jam the parking lots as people
stream into stores for the perfect seed, plant, trowel, and
growth-producing compound. Weekend gardeners sweat
over the curse of Adam (weeds) and mow down the grass
that’s sprouted from their fertilizing efforts. Birdbaths,



rock gardens, and fishponds guarantee retailers a better
bottom line and tempt buyers with a piece of the peace
of Eden. Resort and vacation packages lure travelers
with lush garden settings and the hope of genuine and
permanent restoration.

one summer, frustration drew me more deeply into
the scriptures. Looking out over our sun-parched grass,
my soul thirsted for the watering of God. Even as record-
breaking heat scorched the Midwest, my soul withered
right alongside the garden plants. verses such as Jere-
miah 31:12 sowed desire in my heart, longing and dis-
belief springing up together: “their soul shall be as a
watered garden” (kJv).

Jesus’ uses of gardening terms and themes whispered
hope to me. “i am the vine, you are the branches” (John
15:5); “faith the size of a mustard seed” (Matt. 17:20);
“the sower went out to sow” (Matt. 13:3). Jesus’ listeners
understood agriculture, farming, and hoeing out a living.
Certainly Jesus spoke the language of his culture, a cul-
ture based on the fruit of the land. But, just as surely, his
language points out a deeper importance. Because the
exile that began in the garden of Eden ends in another
garden, the garden of Gethsemane.

PARALLEL GARDENS
surprising parallels between Eden and Gethsemane

challenge us to make this journey, to traverse the distance.

16 FINDING LIFE



INTRODUCTION 17

they beckon us into a new, full, blooming place. they
murmur that on this sojourn, we will find our life. in
between these gardens, we land in another plot of land, a
place where i wonder if God intended to conclude the
exile when leading the israelites to the Promised Land.
At the very least, israel is a type of Eden, a place where
the God who walked about Eden would tend the land:
“For the land, into which you are entering to possess it,
is not like the land of Egypt from which you came,
where you used to sow your seed and water it with your
foot like a vegetable garden. But the land into which you
are about to cross to possess it, a land of hills and val-
leys, drinks water from the rain of heaven, a land for
which the LoRd your God cares; the eyes of the LoRd
your God are always on it, from the beginning even to
the end of the year” (deut. 11:10–12).

But no. the israelites’ refusal to enter this next gar-
den, this place of promise, leads us into the life of Jesus,
nudging us nearer to that final garden.

As we edge closer to the garden of Gethsemane, we
find Jesus returning there again and again. the scriptures
say, “he came out and proceeded as was his custom to
the Mount of olives; and the disciples also followed
him” (Luke 22:39). his custom? yes. Jesus frequented
this place, this garden. Luke 21:37 says he taught during
the day in the temple and at evening headed out to
“spend the night on the mount that is called olivet.”



Jesus met with his disciples in a garden, prayed in a gar-
den, was violently arrested in a garden, and was buried
in a garden tomb.

in the garden, he would wrestle again with the ser-
pent of temptation; Christ would rely once again on the
power of God to sustain him. in the garden, he would
pray with such agony that an angel would appear from
heaven, strengthening him (Luke 22:43).

uncomfortably, we land somewhere between two
gardens, between Eden and Gethsemane. though Christ
completed his work in the garden of Gethsemane, we
so rarely stand in that completion. We strive for the final
garden but are often mired in the mud and matted with
the dust left over from Eden’s exile. While we still expe-
rience some of the curses of fleeing, while we seek con-
tinually the fruit of the Promised Land, we remain,
somehow, outside the gates of that garden.

We don’t live in the full completion of Christ’s work in
Gethsemane. suffering exists in this world; thorns prick;
the shame initiated when Adam and Eve’s eyes were
opened still paralyzes. Fear of intimacy roots us to the
ground, keeping us from bonding to others and to God. We
don’t always hear the voice that Adam and Eve heard in
the cool of the garden; nor do we recognize Christ’s voice
speaking to us. And so it goes. Fellowship is hindered,
we cannot see God face-to-face, pain continues, and the
serpent still tempts and throws dice for our soul.

18 FINDING LIFE



INTRODUCTION 19

And yet, Christ could say, “it is finished.”
the parallels between and the principles of the two

gardens are too clear to ignore, and in the following
pages you’re invited into the fullness of all that Jesus
accomplished in the garden to end all gardens. ulti-
mately, the garden of Eden finds its fulfillment in the
garden of Gethsemane—and so, God willing, shall we.
Because this is a journey about finding life.

HOW TO USE THIS BOOK
Finding Life is comprised of forty readings, appro-

priate at any time of the year, but designed specifically
for use during Lent. the traditional Lenten observance
excludes sundays, which serve as an ongoing reminder
of the resurrection. the first reading begins on Ash
Wednesday, and the fortieth and final reading ends on
Easter Eve. 

using Finding Life as a preparation for the triumph of
Easter will be meaningful for the individual reader and
groups as well, with daily application sections ideal for
easily facilitating group study. Because faith must be
much more than a mental exercise, each reading contains
three sections after the narrative: listen, learn, and live.

LISTEN
the people of Berea, in the apostle Paul’s time,

“received the word with great eagerness, examining the



scriptures daily, to see whether these things were so”
(Acts 17:11). Any author’s work is incomplete until
compared with God’s Word. When we listen to the Lord
speak through scripture, we compare our subject to the
ultimate authority. during the listening time of each
reading, we invite our gracious God to renew our minds
through the Word, to speak to us anew, to prick our
hearts and warm our souls.

one ancient means of listening to scripture with new
ears is what i call “circular reading.” the Latin term for
this is lectio divina, or sacred reading. the process is
simple: Read the passage aloud, slowly; hold the words
within your heart for a few seconds, much like savoring
a rich bite of chocolate or the flavor of a charbroiled
steak; and wait for God to press upon your conscious
mind. is there a phrase, word, or verse that especially
moves you? you may want to write it in a notebook,
keeping track of God’s intimate whispers.

Repeat the process twice more, listening between each
reading. the whisper may change; the phrase highlighted
by God’s spirit may shift; but the important thing is to
listen afresh to the passage. Finally, invite the holy spirit
to show you what exactly to do with the Word this day.

LEARN
in this section, we learn from the thoughts of other

authors, both current and classic. Because time is limited
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INTRODUCTION 21

for all of us, these are sound bites, small nuggets to deepen
our thinking and our application. they may provoke ques-
tions, clarify a point from the narrative, or expand on the
subject matter. While we may not agree with the entire
piece from which the work is excerpted, the Learn section
is intended to make us ask questions and search for the
application, to stretch us out of our comfort zone and into
places of fresh, spring-green growth.

LIVE
Christianity was always intended to be practical, not

simply intellectual, interesting, or stimulating. the Live
section of each reading asks, essentially, “so what?” so
we must not leave until we have moved closer to Geth-
semane, until the truth begins to take root in our lives.
this section can be used as a tool for prayer, reflection,
journaling, and group discussion.

søren kierkegaard is noted as having said, “it is per-
fectly true, as philosophers say, that life must be under-
stood backwards. But they forget the other proposition,
that it must be lived forwards.” here, we take a closer
look at how the subject impacts our own lives. this is
the place where a mentor, if we had one, might ask us a
deeply personal application question, one that makes us
squirm but forces us to grow. if our lives were gardens—
and gardens in scripture are at times euphemisms for the
soul—here we would look for brambles and briars, pests



and parasites. here we would deadhead, plucking off
faded blooms to preserve energy for new blossoms. here
we create space for new growth. What difference does
the garden make if it makes no difference in the way we
live?

IN GROUP SETTINGS
to really find our lives, we need community. not the

red Jell-o fellowship of the old school potlucks, but a
meat-and-potatoes meeting of people who care (or are
at least curious) about their own journey with Christ and
who care about us. Finding Life is designed for easy use
in small groups, sunday school classes, or for all-church
study. there are seven weeks during Lent if a group
meets Wednesday through saturday; six weeks if a
group meets on Monday or tuesday. Each chapter is
easily facilitated with no advance preparation necessary
except to read through the week’s readings. 

At the back of this book, there is a small group guide
to Finding Life. Also, visit www.wphresources.com/
findinglife for a free, downloadable discussion guide
divided into seven weekly sections. 

IN BETWEEN
For the uncomfortable time being, we hover between

two gardens, knowing that something is not quite right
about this trek, something off on our compass. Much as
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INTRODUCTION 23

we long for the perfection of Eden, still we resist press-
ing onward to the fulfillment of Gethsemane. But we can
learn to flourish in between, learn to live with the tension
of not quite, learn to live with what we don’t fully under-
stand, learn to lean toward hope while still in this land
between.



PART 1

CREATION IN THE GARDEN

My grandparents, who had lived many adventures
before marrying, and many more before bringing my
father into the world, were ultimately tightly tied to the
land, the cycles of weather, the seasons of rain and sun,
rest and work, dormancy and growth. 

When we rattled over the cattle guard to their farm
each year at Easter, often dragging a long cloud of dust
behind us, the cotton crop would be a short promise in
all the fields. Like all gardens, just a hope. But in the late
summer, the snowy-headed crops looked other-worldly,
soft with surprising barbs snug in the womb of each boll.

the farm felt to my child’s psyche like a paradise,
and it whispered to some primal hunger for safety,
beauty, and connection, as well as the satisfaction of rich
earth yielding such prizes. 

i see that now, but then i saw only the delights: the
milk cow with steaming milk pinging against the cold,
steel bucket; chickens scrabbling about their pen and
brooding and clucking in the coop and the warm eggs they



offered daily; cherry trees, giant party favors with millions
of blooms; pecan trees, vegetable gardens, and the smoke
house leaking its mouth-watering scent of cured meats.
no ham or bacon has ever compared. My brother and i
would stand outside the door and just breathe the rich,
salty, smoky air, our mouths watering and tummies
rumbling. i’m surprised that all the dogs in the county
didn’t line up at that door with hope in their eyes.

this was my Eden. 
it was also the childish, romantic view of a visitor to

the farm, one who partook of the treasures but not the toil.
still, it imprinted on my young soul deep longing,

nudging awake a lifelong, eternity-long ache. 
since then—perhaps for all of us is this true—so much

of my journey has been a seeking, an attempt to
recapture that innocent longing, then fulfilling it with
my own rather handicapped wrestings, both literal and
figurative, with soil, weeds, and zealous overplanting
and undernurturing. 

this is a journey about finding life, about the garden
lost and the garden restored. And the endless creativity
of the Creator, always beckoning us to wholeness.
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1

REST IN THE GARDEN

Ash Wednesday

our need to be needed preys upon our need for rest, and
we lunge for telephones and tablets, neurotically check
e-mail, texts, social media, and voice mail. We drag
ourselves out of bed, slam the snooze button, and crawl
back to the warm covers and five more minutes of oblivion.
Fatigue hammers our nervous system and fills our blood
with sludge. in a world where communication has become
a waking nightmare, where instant accessibility increases
our prospects of success as well as the looming nearness of
insanity, the creation account reminds us of our priorities.
or at the very least, of God’s.

in the order of creation, a restful night came before
the working day, assuring us that rest is part of the natural
rhythm and restoration of our fragmented lives. “And
there was evening and there was morning, one day” (Gen.
1:5). in the Jewish calendar, the “day” begins at sundown,
forcing followers to start each twenty-four-hour period
with rest at the top. All else—work, relationships—
proceeds from the time of rest.



this is telling in a world that spiritualizes exhaustion,
wearing it as a merit badge. not enough sleep and we perch
on the brink of madness, of psychosis. We carry our
weariness deep in our bones and settle for second-best
when we work first and refuse to rest. We run on caffeine,
adrenaline, and fear.

And yet, God set up a pattern in those first days of
creation. there was evening and there was morning, the
second day. Evening and morning, a third day. Evening
and morning, a fourth day. All the way through until the
seventh day of the first week, when we read, “By the
seventh day God completed his work which he had
done, and he rested on the seventh day from all his
work which he had done. then God blessed the seventh
day and sanctified it, because in it he rested from all his
work which God had created and made” (Gen. 2:2–3).

the scriptures are not clear as to whether Adam and
Eve waited for another week to roll around to test out
the whole “day of rest” theory. Perhaps they would not
have succumbed to temptation if they had observed a
day of rest in between, a day to remember their priorities
and Creator, and to trust. All we know is that ever since
the expulsion from the garden, human beings have been
on a fast track. Murder and mayhem fill the very next
chapter of Genesis and lead us to noah.

Amazingly, his name means “rest.” Lamech, noah’s
father, said, “this one shall give us rest from our work
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REST IN THE GARDEN 29

and from the toil of our hands arising from the ground
which the LoRd has cursed” (Gen. 5:29). Whether noah
would provide rest from farming because it’s difficult to
farm in a flood or because his life would be one of trust
and obedience, i leave to you to decide. We do know,
however, that noah learned something about the meaning
of his name and tried to live into it. Genesis 6:9 reads,
“noah was a righteous man, blameless in his time; noah
walked with God.”

But the rest was short-lived. the very next genera-
tion filled its lives with shame, and the cycle of trust
and toil again turned askew. they, too, toiled so much
they could not trust, until God led them to the Promised
Land. thankfully, God has not left us without rest. As
Warren Wiersbe wrote, “noah means ‘rest.’ Mankind
was in misery and longed for the promised Redeemer
to come. he has come, and we can come to him and
find true rest.”

since the evacuation from Eden, we have grasped for
the brass ring, only to learn that we clutch a painted, peel-
ing, pockmarked piece of trash. We have underrated rest
and overrated its second-best companion, work. What
cataclysmic and colossal messes we make when we con-
tinue to live in a land without rest. Catastrophe, captivity,
and chaos accelerate until we come to the Christ child,
who grew up and urged us to put our necks with his in
the yoke, that instrument of work, and find rest.



When we move through the garden of Gethsemane
to the cross, we find that all our work is brokenness, and
only the cross, only the crucified and risen Christ, brings
rest. “Come to Me, all who are weary and heavy-laden,
and i will give you rest” (Matt. 11:28).

“And the man has begun to be strong who has begun
to know that, separated from life essential, that is God,
he is weakness itself, but of strength inexhaustible if he
be one with his origin,” wrote George Macdonald in his
book Unspoken Sermons. When we approach Christ,
open our clenching fists, and lay down our armor of
work and fatigue, we find again that oneness with him,
that irreplaceable rhythm of trust and toil.

And it was evening, and it was morning. today. But
rest today is another matter. or is it?

the bright woman next to me at dinner talked animat-
edly about her faith and her decision to rest after twenty-
six years of practicing law. “With the money i earned, i
chose to buy myself time. i quit my job and began to think
about the direction of my life.” she smiled, clearly at
peace with her choice. For her, listening time brought with
it refreshing renewal; rest really did restore her tattered
and battle-weary soul.

not everyone can afford to quit work and reflect on
life. others at the table had taken two weeks out of their
lives, vacation time for most of them, to fill themselves
with scripture and rest in that fullness. Rest, they were
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experiencing, clears the mind of rubble and weariness,
sharpens focus, and purges panic and fuzzy thinking.

does two weeks sound like too much? not enough?
What about resting from technology for a twenty-four-
hour period? decide which communication tool enslaves
you the most, and cut the cord of dependency for a period
of time. Julia Cameron, creativity specialist, suggests that
word lovers rest for an entire week from words: all
media, including books, newspapers, television, radio,
and computer. And the “smart” part of your cell phone.
Rest for a week from other people’s words, and see if
you don’t find new words within; see if you don’t find
the Word of God once again living and active in the deep
part of your soul.

And, as an additional leap of faith, what about tuck-
ing in at night at a decent time, shutting off all lights and
nestling up to the one, the only one, who grants us rest?
Maybe even going to sleep without a rash of rationale?
As the inimitable G. k. Chesterton said,

For those who study the great art of lying in bed
there is one emphatic caution to be added. Even
for those who can do their work in bed (like jour-
nalists), still more for those whose work cannot
be done in bed (as, for example, the professional
harpooner of whales), it is obvious that the indul-
gence must be very occasional. But that is not the



caution i mean. the caution is this: if you do lie
in bed, be sure you do it without reason or justi-
fication at all. . . . if a healthy man lies in bed, let
him do it without a rag of excuse; then he will get
up a healthy man. if he does it for some second-
ary hygienic reason, if he has some scientific
explanation, he may get up a hypochondriac.
(Tremendous)

Why do we rationalize or explain our need for rest?
Rest restores and reminds us of Augustine’s wisdom: “you
have made us for yourself, and our heart is restless until it
rests in you.” May you find your rest in God. Because first
there is evening, and then there is morning.

LISTEN
“then in that day the nations will resort to the root

of Jesse, who will stand as a signal for the peoples; and
his resting place will be glorious” (isa. 11:10).

“so there remains a sabbath rest for the people of God.
For the one who has entered his rest has himself also rested
from his works, as God did from his” (heb. 4:9–10).

LEARN
“the greatest act of faith that a man can perform is the

act that we perform every night. We abandon our identity,
we turn our soul and body into chaos and old night. We
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uncreate ourselves as if at the end of the world: for all
practical purposes we become dead men, in the sure and
certain hope of a glorious resurrection” (Chesterton,
Lunacy).

LIVE
how do you feel about rest, and when do you feel

most tired? What keeps you from resting?
What part does rest play in your relationship with God?
Figure out the ideal number of hours you need for

sleep. then build your day and your to-dos from there.
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